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Dear  Howard, 	 2/12/77 

I'm glad you have the joke about not letting me know in your 2/2 letter to 
Dave drone. 

I'm sure that with thepaesin,,  of time what you wanted done was forgotten. 

tiy experience with that photographer is that he is a very fiue fellow, 
interested in doing the best possible job for us. 

I knoe that when I asked for what l understood you to want before you got to 
Stevens toint I was not understood. I gave the photeg or Dave the print you 
sent me to make what you wanted. I recall there also was a question of using the 
wrong exposure deliberately to being out what is not clear. 

While by now out local photographer I've used for such pictures in the past 
should have overcome the problems of the flood and be hack in business, I do suggest 
that you write out in detail what you want as well as what you do not want and 
send it to Have. Dave, remember, will not in all probability be with the photographer 
when he works but an explanation, especially if the man can ask the questions he has, 
could ne helpful. 

I'm sure you'll then get what you want as well as it can be done with the 
equipment they have. 

If you plan any writing or speaking based on this picture it would, I think, be 
helpful if you did a hasty outline or put on paper what you want to say. I think this 
also would help guide the photographer. 

Please believe me, for I stood 4th him for part of a day, he really is a good 
fellow and not at all opposed to but rather I believe all for the establishing of 
truth. 

This is a little tricky because of the exposures. If this fellow understands 
clearly what you want, if he i".1 not offended by what you wrote. I believe he'll do some 
experimenting. Can it be that making a composite would work better if this permitted 
different exposures? 

I've checked my file. I do not have the print you sent me. I think I do have the 
slide that was made originally. 

Thanks for the enclosures. I'll read them when I'm resting again. The accumulation 
of just a few days is a real burden. I've not yet refilea what I took to Detroit. 

Best. 
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